1. Optional: Color in with markers or colored pencils,
or cut out of colored paper.
2. Optional: To make more durable, glue sheet to
cardboard.
3. Cut out barn and fold on dotted lines.
4. Cut out Mary, Joseph and Baby Jesus.
5. Glue baby Jesus to the front of Mary.
6. Stand for Mary: cut one bigger rectangle and glue
ends to form a ring. Fold ring flat, then open, and
line up the 2 fold marks and fold flat again.Open
into a cube shape. Glue to Mary on the the back,
at the bottom. Repeat for Joseph.

Stands for Mary
and Joseph
Optional fasteners
for star and baby
Jesus

Optional star:
cut from yellow
paper and glue
onto barn
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Do not cut the folded
side next to the nose.

Do not cut the folded
side next to the nose.
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Spacers for in between sides of sheep
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Stands for shepherds: see instructions on sheet with barn

Fold the camel on
dotted line, then cut out
both sides at the same
time. Do not cut the ear
and hump—these two
points should stay
attached on the fold.
Cut one star from yellow paper and glue to night
sky OR cut out 2 stars and glue to a stand. For
example, glue two stars back to back with a
bamboo skewer between them, and stick
into an eraser (rubber) as a base.

Glue gifts to fronts
of wisemen
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Glue

Stands for wisemen: see instructions on sheet with barn

Optional fasteners for gifts

Glue

Only use this pattern if
using stiﬀ paper such as
card stock. If using
regular copier paper to
make camel, see
separate page that has
a stand on the page that
will help support thin
floppy legs.
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Do not cut the ear
and hump apart.

Optional stands for wisemen: Large rectangles for
large angels, and small rectangles for small angels.
See instructions on sheet with barn. NOTE:These are
not needed if angels are glued to background sky.

Optional fire
for shepherds
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Extra
stand
is for
fire to
make
it
stand
up.
The smaller angels can be placed so it looks like they are farther away
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Print this page on brown paper if you are using
colored paper for all of the figures, since those
faces will not be skin color.
Mary and Joseph and baby Jesus

Shepherds

Wisemen

Angels

Do not cut the ear
and hump apart.

How to make a night sky background
This background can be used for the shepherd scene, or for the wisemen scene, or to make both night scenes
1. Cut out mountains and trees,(not on this sheet) and glue onto a black or dark blue sheet of paper to represent a night sky. Optional: use the
circle guideline to cut the black paper into an arch. If the black paper is thin paper, glue to cardboard to make it sturdier, so it will stand up.
2. Cut out stand (shape below, on this sheet).
3. Glue the stand to the bottom back of the night sky scene. Adjust the two sides to form a stand to make the background stand up. NOTE: if the
background keeps falling over, cut the edges of the stand at a little bit more of an angle.
4. Glue star to night sky for a wisemen scene. Stand up wisemen and camel in front of background.
5. Glue angels to the night sky for the shepherd scene. Stand up shepherds and sheep in front of background

top

Glue this section to the
back of the night sky.

bottom

Make camel with base
and reenforced legs if
making camel with
copier paper. The
base is not needed if
making the camel
with stiﬀ paper such
as card stock
because it can stand
without support.
Base for camel:
1. Fold on dotted
line so the legs
on each side line
up with the legs
on the other
side. It should
be flat now.
2. Cut out the legs
on both sides at
the same time.
3. Fold the legs in
the opposite
direction on
dotted line
where the feet
meet the base.
4. Glue the legs on the
base to the inside of
the legs of the camel.
NOTE:
To make the camel
stand, spread the base
flat. To put in storage,
fold the base on the
dotted line.

Do not cut the ear
and hump apart.

